The observation of closing and shutting down ski lifts started 15 years ago. Within these leftovers,
other types of wasteland have become obvious. They consist of objects from the secondary tourism
infrastructure, like hotels, bars and restaurants but there were other examples as well. These were
industrial, commercial and agricultural objects and belonged to military facilities from the two
World Wars.
The aim of this research was to locate abandoned and empty objects in the alpine territory and to
figure out the special relation between the building and the nature/ landscape. This research is a first
step to uncover these WHITE SPOTS, evaluate them and use them as an initiation for a discussion
in dealing with wasteland as stimulus for future design and planning processes.
How did they deal with wasteland and abandoned objects in the past and how should we deal with
them in the future?
This is a relevant question in the context of architecture, landscape architecture and urban design,
both in urban and rural space.
The special focus in this work was put on the relation between object and nature, which comes into
being over time. In this research, it is referred to as the phenomenon. The building of these phenomena can be influenced by nature, but also by the object. The aim of this survey was to discover these
white spots on the map and to describe and interpret their characteristics. All collected objects have
one character in common. They have been abandoned (by men) and have lost their primary use.
There, the special relation between object and nature/ landscape become obvious - manifested as
the phenomenon.
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»Oh! Well, I ... er ... stop the car and look at the scenery!
Hm? I don΄t think we have a category for that.«
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METHODS

RESULTS

A qualitative method is based on
the theoretical discussion and the
phenomenological approach. Against
this background, the complex object –
landscape – discussion can be studied
according to different aspects. The
strategy of this work is circular because
of a lack of comparable research. The
process is a dialogue where questions
are asked to the “thing”. The answers
give more information than the question
initially demanded. Thus, further
questions have to be asked. Both answers
and questions produce a wide range of
data (information).

typology
category
third landscape – according to Clément, the definition inaccessibility

of the term is: „Das verlassene Gelände entsteht, wenn
eine bisher genutzte Fläche sich selbst überlassen wird.[...]
Verlassenes Gelände und Brachland sind synonym.«1

biodiversity
deserted
localisation

special case: invisible third landscape – the same

camouflage II

invisible object – the building is partially or completely

camouflage I
receipt
invisible I
invisible II

house with a hole – one facade is missing because

unexpected outside
collapse I
obstacles

new topography – the addition and subtraction of vol-

silhouette
natural landscape
artificial landscape

formed by nature – the power of nature deforms the

power of nature
deformation
reduction of material

characteristics as the „third landscape“; becomes invisible
in the surrounding environment.
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Transmitting station Monte Lessini
GPS: 45˚40΄43.79˝N 10˚58΄3.52˝E

The following criteria were necessary for this collection:
t
BCBOEPOFEPOUIFEBZPGUIFGJSTUPCTFSWBUJPO
t
TJUVBUFEJOUIFBMQJOFTQBDF PSJOBTJNJMBSUFSSBJO
t
TUBOEJOHBMPOF PVUTJEFBTFUUMFNFOU BOEJOBOFYQPTFEQPTJUJPO
Here a set of four steps and a catalogue of criteria and typologies generate both preliminary ideas
and results during the whole process. The tactic is similar to the Dérive invented by the Situationist
International, where the defunctionalized objects were discovered during walks through the alpine
terrain. It was by chance, where not all examples of wasteland in this territory are collected. The
focus in the discussion of the results is put on the phenomena - observed around the abandoned
objects.

covered by nature. In particular cases, social components
can be the catalyst, a building becomes invisible.

of various reasons. Besides, the building is situated in a
strange topography, which is subtracted from the volume
of the object.

ume create a new landscape.

building. Reasons can be the mechanical deformation of
the structure or the reduction of the material.

Step 1 - according to Christophe Girot s “landing”, it is the first contact with the building.
Discovered because of an irregularity in the landscape pattern. Captured with a set of nine
photographs for each object - comparable with the typological photo series of the Bechers.

liquid terrain – due to geological characteristics the

terrain is continually moving from one centimetre to several meters a day.

flowing
no foundation
gravity

Step 2 - interview and interpretation. The interview is a second visit of these locations. With a
deeper focus on the phenomenon, the visual character is captured with various sketches.

cabrio building – a building without a roof.

declination
colapse II

step 3 – separation of object and landscape in mind in order to isolate the phenomenon. This
becomes “invisible”. According to the phenomenological approach, here the information about
the phenomenon is presented in the form of a text. This serves to illustrate the information that is
missing in the sketches. As a speculation: the phenomenon is between object and nature and none
of them, but something different.
step 4 - representation through drawing. Again object and landscape are illustrated separately
to highlight the individual characters. Thanks to the same scale the examples can be compared
between each other.

1 Clément,Gilles: Manifest der dritten Landschaft, Merve Verlag, Berlin, 2010, p. 7

CONCLUSION
The aim of this survey was to locate abandoned and defunctionalized buildings in the alpine terrain
and to show the special relation between object and nature/ landscape. Then the focus was put on
the analysis of the phenomena with a complex research design to show the different facets of these
situations.
The findings of the presented typologies were based on the phenomenon of how it can be used in
ongoing debates about how to deal with these abandoned objects and landscape.
Some of them might sound simple or banal but a rethinking of the term renaturation, which means
today to do everything technically possible in order to create a first nature, can also let us think
about how to use these examples as part of the landscape just like the ruins were seen in the romantic landscape.
All these buildings are part of the landscape and bringing them back into an architectural context
may be difficult or almost impossible because we are already in a post-landscape, where the interface between object and nature became “landscape” - and according to John B. Jackson everything
is landscape.
Out of these leftovers a new landscape can be generated, like a third landscape in a swimming pool
or a green facade without any technical infrastructure. Buildings should not only be planned for
their functional sake, but also for the time when they are abandoned and become part of the landscape.

